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Background

For many jobs (e.g., engineers) it is quite important to have good spatial abilities. Nevertheless, as we are all human, not everyone has perfect abilities. Paper, desktop computers, and virtual reality-based tests exist that measure spatial abilities. As virtual environments can be larger than the physical available space, several locomotion methods (e.g., walking, teleport) were developed over the years. It should be evaluated if they have an influence on spatial orientation and perspective-taking in virtual environments and if there are differences between the locomotion techniques.

Research Goal

The aim of this thesis is to create a game engine based virtual reality application and compare with it in a study several locomotion metaphors regarding their influence on spatial orientation and perspective-taking. These findings should be correlated with the spatial abilities of the study participants. The implemented locomotion metaphors should be selected based on a proper classification as well as findings from related work.

Based on bachelor/master level the scope is adapted.
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